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Messages 24 Reaction score 12 Location Minnesota. Lost one of the screw head bolts this
weekend off my bimini. Messages 4, Reaction score 2, I checked mine yesterday. Had one loose.
Thanks for posting. I had the one come loose and fall off that the whole bimini pivots on.
Bennington sent me two new ones. It appears there is some type of lock tight material in there
but it doesn't seem to work. I have a spare now so if another falls in I am good. Here are the
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other types of metal, such as chrome-plated zinc. Stainless Steel bimini top hardware is better
than all other types of metal for bimini top hardware. Here is a nice article explaining the
difference between and marine stainless steel. These fittings will work in a variety of situations
such as flat surfaces, rails, and side mounts. Countersinking means the hole you have drilled
needs the fiberglass reamed out around the opening to keep the screw from cracking the
fiberglass as it enters the boat. This can be done with the same phillips head bit you are using
to put the screw in. Drilling into a stainless steel railing requires a sharp, new cobalt or titanium
drill bit. It helps to have a center punch to indent the stainless steel where you want to begin
drilling. Stainless steel requires thread tapping for a SS bolt, since screws won't thread into
stainless steel. Why would you want to use quick release bimini top hardware? Because they
are low profile and allow for quick removal of your bimini top from the boat. Sport fishermen,
water skiers, etc. We're showing this group of bimini top parts together. These fittings are not
interchangeable with any other type of fitting. They stand alone as specialty bimini top parts
hardware. You will want these swivel fittings for three reasons:. First, these are heavy duty,
expensive looking fittings and they look great on boats! Second, and more importantly, they
serve a very special purpose. They allow an irregular frame to bend, lay, and store smoothly. An
example might be a bimini that is wider in the front than the aft. Third, with the swiveling ball
and socket you can move your bimini in ways that other fittings won't allow. Set Screw for. They
are very handy hinges and can be used anytime you need a hinge that needs to open and fit
around the tubing. By adding a support arm on each side of the frame, this pushes the bimini
top open with pressure. Set Screw for Bimini Top Fittings. Hinged Jaw Slides above. Notice how
this bimini top has no straps. A bimini top with the support poles running horizontally is
considered self supporting. T he sizes shown above are for the outside dia meter. Broken inside
eye ends are difficult to get out. Be careful to cut right where the metal tubing begins so you
don't shorten the bimini top legs. I especially love this eye end. The double set screw gives
extra holding power and since the eye end is the chief component responsible for this action,
extra holding power is vital. Sagging bimini top you just can't pull out. Allen wrench stripped
and spinning in the set screw. These Bimini top pole clips are used to attach a Bimini support
pole to the Bimini top frame or to other tubing on your boat. Plastic doesn't make sense for
these bimini top parts although many bimni top straps purchased online come that way. Avoid
plastic if possible. Buy heavy duty parts since bimini top parts are under so much stress. That
includes choosing the heavy duty snap hooks instead of wire snap hooks when possible. See
our web page bimini top accessories for a more detailed discussion of bimini top straps. Bimini
top support poles are also covered in detail on our bimini top accessories page. We hope this
gives you a good overview of bimini top parts and a few tips you can use. Feel free to contact
us with questions! We'd like to help you find a solution! You just might be able to help someone
else trying to solve the same problem. Please include your email address, We may choose to
contact you directly with an answer to your question. Close Help. Entering your question is
easy to do. Just type! Your question will appear on a Web page exactly the way you enter it
here. You can wrap a word in square brackets to make it appear bold. For example [my story]

would show as my story on the Web page containing your story. TIP: Since most people scan
Web pages, include your best thoughts in your first paragraph. Do you have some pictures or
graphics to add? Click the button and find the first one on your computer. Select it and click on
the button to choose it. Then click on the link if you want to upload up to 3 more images. Click
here to upload more images optional. Your Name. Your Location. I am at least 16 years of age. I
understand and accept the privacy policy. I understand that you will display my submission on
your website. You can preview and edit on the next page. I am trying to replace the back
support straps with rigid poles and need to find the deck mounts you were talking to a Randy
about. Larger screws - stripped â€¦ What is the name of the bracket that mounts the Bimini light
to the Bimini? The part that attaches the light to my Bimini broke How can I repair a bent bimini
top tube component - hit garage while backing in. I have a real nice aluminum tubed bimini top
on a Bryant Bowrider. I had the top up in the collapsed position and hit the garage backing in.
Well before I picked it up the guy backed into garage with it up and broke the frame so I am
trying to â€¦ What is the name of the straps at the front of the bimini that tie up the rolled up
zipper door? I can't find them. I need replacement Straps that hold up the rolled up bimini zipper
door. I can't find them or even find out the name of these little straps. Please help. I have seen
pictures of these color coordinated pads â€¦ quick release Bimini Pole Mount. The female end
has a spring closure and the pole has a push button release â€¦ Looking for a bimini top
accessory We have a Chaparral Sunesta The boat has a bimini top that can be raised or
lowered. Both are 97" wide. They tell me there discontinued? I was hoping to change to a
stronger metal fitting. I am concerned about putting stainless and Aluminum â€¦ Have a 14 foot
Smoker craft - Voyager can I put a Bimini top with out drilling? I recently purchased a 14'
aluminum fishing boat that already has a Bimini Top. Do you sell the poles and how do I â€¦ Can
you replace the front hold down straps with a rigid snap brace? Want to replace front hold down
straps with rigid braces that snap onto top of side rail. Hi Randy, Yes, you can replace the strap.
When I stand up in my boat I have to crouch, being very tall. I need pole extenders to raise the
Bimini to 6'9". I saw extenders on some on-line site, â€¦ Bimini support pole slide clip. I am
looking for a nylon clip that slides on to the bimini support pole, and clips on to an adjacent
pole for storage. I do stock this style bimini â€¦ How do you remove broken hard rubber eye end
from the tube, in order to replace it? It broke off at the part where the eye is. Was told by West
Marine where I bought the replacement part to just push it into the tube and replace. Very â€¦
Click here to write your own. I have attached â€¦ bimini mount locks? I recently had my bimini
top stolen off my boat. Do you know of any mounts that allow you to lock the bimini in place.
Hello Dave, I only carry the type of clip you see pictured here. I can get them for you without
problem. How â€¦ Do you have mounts for Bimini top to a windshield? I want to mount a Bimini
to a windshield. Looking for the mounts. Hi Matt, there are different type windshield bimini top
mounts. Some are stainless â€¦ Is there any practical way to enlarge my Bimini top? Most of the
zippers on my bimini had frozen-up, therefore, I couldn't attach the side curtains and the other
sections of the camper top. Yes, lack of â€¦ Does the knurl screw fit a side deck plate? I am
trying to figure out the hardware on a new to me searay with canvas enclosure. It appears to
have three side plates and one deck hinge as attachment â€¦ We broke the front rail of our
Bimini top, can we replace one rail? Can you buy just one new rail. Hi Cindy, You can't just buy
one piece of the frame for your bimini top unless it is from a local marine canvas shop. How do
you replace? It's not easy since there is a special tool that crimps the eye end inside of the
metal, not â€¦ The angle mounts Are they mounted with the angle in or out? The angle mounts
Normally with angle mounts the gunnels of the boat slant away from the center of the â€¦ Do
you have the sew-in pieces that slide into the pontoon rail. The canvas has the slide the rail has
a slot that the slide goes into. Need to repair a bimini and the slides are broken so would like to
know where to get replacement parts. Hi Linda, You may be refer to keder welt. I normally spray
penetrating oil in and let it set for awhile. Is there a most common size? I lost a set screw in a
jaw slide of my bimini top, and have been confused by seeing various sizes of these things on
various websites. Is there a basic â€¦ My bimini top is missing one swivel snap, I have one but
can't figure out how to put it on the strap. I bought a boat and when I erected the top one of the
four swivel snaps was missing. Making an adjustable bimini support poles Hi Ed, I might be able
to help you out. What size pieces do you need? Do you have those? They are like a set screw
but u need a flat head screwdriver to remove them. Hi Jason, The set screw you are looking for
goes into a humpback stainless steel bimini fitting. Either an eye end or a jaw slide. Thought it
would mount on windshield edge, but it was too wide so ended up mounting on side below â€¦ I
need a replacement pole to replace a bent front pole do younhave those? I bent the front pole
on my bimini top and need to replace. If your talking about the support pole, they are not on the
website yet, but yes I can replace â€¦ do you sell Velcro straps for bimini top poles. My searay
DA has velcro straps for three bimini tops on my boat. Am thinking that with 'eye ends' on the

center â€¦ Click here to write your own. Current ones are 1" on center to screw holes. Can't tell
what size of yours are. I have a Princecraft Venture Deck Boat. Only missing one. Hi Gregg,
Sorry for the delay in answering, I think I have a glitch in notifications â€¦ Click here to write
your own. The isinglass had shrunk to the point that installing it was an all-morning job, with
some snaps totally unusable due to the material shrinkage. I really was preparing to purchase a
complete new canvas set, but hated to spend the money-especially since the canvas is still in
excellent shape. Thanks again for the quick solution and the reasonable cost, I really do
appreciate it. The extend zippers have been a resounding success. Zippers were needed for the
starboard stern section of my bimini top, and for both side curtains of my camper canvas. It is a
clever design you came up with to increase the width of connectivity between my bimini top and
camper canvas sections. I do not know what I would have done otherwise as the camper canvas
sections have shown shrinkage over time. I got a chance to install these yesterday and just
thought I'd get back to you to let you know that they worked perfectly for me. I couldn't be
happier with that simple to install solution to my problem now allowing me to properly and fully
enclose my cockpit again. Such a great idea. The Ez-xtend zippers were very easy to install
especially with a little lubricant which I always apply periodically to zippers. When they're held
by a person that truly cares about her customers, brings honesty, creativity and passion to her
work, you have just described Tammy Hampton. Better known as "The Cover Girl," Tammy has
been both a friend, mentor and business partner for nearly twenty years. I found Tammy by her
name tag The boat cover was fitted with such precision, it clearly stood out from the others. In
the years since, Tammy has 'dressed out' at least twenty boats for me. She has yet to meet a
challenge for which she could not find a creative and effective solution. Tammy has become a
valuable resource to my Boatbutler business, and she has actually created sort of a "cult"
following among my customers. Once they see the quality of her work, the choice is an easy
one. I am still grateful for that little tag on that sailboat cover I found nearly twenty years ago.
Thank you for coming up with this. I am telling my friends about this product. We just installed
the zipper we received on our sea ray boat canvas- what an incredibly easy experience! It makes
snapping the canvas so much easier with the zipper extension. We just ordered 5 more longer
ones to completely update our canvas. Thank you so much for your quick response on our first
order. I love your website and wish we lived closer, so that I could stop by your shop - sounds
like a wonderful place! Our boat was 10 years old when we purchased it and the canvas was
stored all rolled up in the boat. When we tried to put the canvas together the force required to
zipper the canvas together was making the canvas split on the seams or causing the zippers to
tear, so we had to leave parts of the canvas unattached and every time it rained we would get
water in the boat. With your zippers in place we could button up all of the canvas and make a
very nice weather tight space which made our boating season very enjoyable. Tammy, I
purchased a used 27' Sundancer about a year ago. I don't think the original owner ever put
anything up except the bimini. Nothing would fit, ever where it was short. If I cheated and put
the windshield panels in the side curtains were never even close. If I did it the other way, sides
first front panels were off. The canvas is hi quality material from a well known manufacturer.
Started researching about what to do. Then I came across a blog on the Searay owners site.
One of the chats was about what I had going on. One owner who replied had purchased your
zippers and was raving about solving his problem using them. Boaters if you have a shrinkage
problem and we're not talking the George Costanza kind this is your answer. Your site has also
grown to include more helpful information on boat care and maintenance. Great information and
wonderful tips. All rights reserved. Home Contact My Cart. Learn about choices and
replacement Parts. Straight Deck Mount Hinge. Angled Deck Mount Hinge. Side Mount with
Concave Base 75 Degrees. Concave Deck Mount Hinge. Hinged Jaw Slide. Nylon Deck Hinges.
Nylon Slide for Deck Hinge. Quick Release Bimini Deck Hinge. Knurl Screw. Slide Locks - Nylon.
Quick Release Pin with Pin and Cable. Ball Eye End. Ball Socket Jaw Slide. Bimini Top Frame.
Standard Jaw Slides. Nylon Jaw Slides. Machine Screws for Hinged Jaw Slides. Outside Eye
End. Nylon Inside Eye Ends. Nylon Outside Eye Ends. Adjustable Eye End. Snap Button.
Locking Rail Hinge. Nylon Boat Top Spacer. Eye Strap. Single Bar Adjuster Buckle. Dee Ring.
Wire Snap Hook. Heavy Duty Snap Hook. Enter Your Question Here Tell us what problem you
are trying to solve! Upload Pictures or Graphics optional [? Click here to see the rest of the form
and complete your submission. Larger screws - stripped â€¦. What is the name of the bracket
that mounts the Bimini light to the Bimini? The part that attaches the light to my Bimini broke.
How can I repair a bent bimini top tube component - hit garage while backing in. No one seems
to carry a part i need to connect a bimini frame with outside eye ends to the windshield frame
on my Bayliner â€¦. Well before I picked it up the guy backed into garage with it up and broke
the frame so I am trying to â€¦. What is the name of the straps at the front of the bimini that tie
up the rolled up zipper door? I have seen pictures of these color coordinated pads â€¦. The

female end has a spring closure and the pole has a push button release â€¦. Looking for a bimini
top accessory The top came with 2 small pieces that can be swapped out in order â€¦. But the
gunnel is 7" wide also no eyes in bottom of poles â€¦. The dealer installed it on the sides with
knurled knobs, he told me that with this boat you have to â€¦. Any suggestions Maybe you can
download a photo for me and I may have â€¦. I am concerned about putting stainless and
Aluminum â€¦. Have a 14 foot Smoker craft - Voyager can I put a Bimini top with out drilling?
Can you install a bimini top facing in the wrong direction? The top when lowered will fit down
inside the boat and is aerodynamic to â€¦. Do you sell the poles and how do I â€¦. Can you
replace the front hold down straps with a rigid snap brace? You will need â€¦. I saw extenders
on some on-line site, â€¦. Bimini support pole slide clip. I do stock this style bimini â€¦. How do
you remove broken hard rubber eye end from the tube, in order to replace it? Very â€¦. Click
here to write your own. I have attached â€¦. My only other choice would be to â€¦. How â€¦. Do
you have mounts for Bimini top to a windshield? Some are stainless â€¦. Is there any practical
way to enlarge my Bimini top? Yes, lack of â€¦. Does the knurl screw fit a side deck plate? It
appears to have three side plates and one deck hinge as attachment â€¦. We broke the front rail
of our Bimini top, can we replace one rail? It's not easy since there is a special tool that crimps
the eye end inside of the metal, not â€¦. Normally with angle mounts the gunnels of the boat
slant away from the center of the â€¦. Do you have the sew-in pieces that slide into the pontoon
rail. Can â€¦. What is the actual size of your bimini top hardware stainless set screws? Is there a
basic â€¦. My bimini top is missing one swivel snap, I have one but can't figure out how to put it
on the strap. I happened to have â€¦. I'm looking for the screws that go in the jaw slides. The
trouble is, they â€¦. Thought it would mount on windshield edge, but it was too wide so ended
up mounting on side below â€¦. I need a replacement pole to replace a bent front pole do
younhave those? If your talking about the support pole, they are not on the website yet, but yes
I can replace â€¦. Am thinking that with 'eye ends' on the center â€¦. Where do I find a swivel
fastener to fit in by bimini cover to hold down the side? Hi Gregg, Sorry for the delay in
answering, I think I have a glitch in notifications â€¦. Marien - Missouri Such A Great Idea I got a
chance to install these yesterday and just thought I'd get back to you to let you know that they
worked perfectly for me. Reed - British Columbia Easy To Install The Ez-xtend zippers were very
easy to install especially with a little lubricant which I always apply periodically to zippers.
Chesnavich - New Jersey Rare Traits "True skill and craftsmanship are rare traits in today's
society. Susan M. You Made Everything Easy We just installed the zipper we received on our
sea ray boat canvas- what an incredibly easy experience! Summer Love Your Website I love
your website and wish we lived closer, so that I could stop by your shop - sounds like a
wonderful place! Phil R. Thanks again - Ron W. Top View. Side View. Machine Screws for
Hinged Jaw Slides above. Close Help Entering your question is easy to do. Close Help Do you
have some pictures or graphics to add? Then Don't worry â€” your e-mail address is totally
secure. Sold in single pieces Available in black or white. Available in black or white. One pair.
Sea-Dog Bimini Top External Stainless Steel Eye End These corrosion-resistant investment cast
stainless steel eye ends connect to tubing and create an attachment point as part of a bimini top
system. Investment Cast Stainless Top Black nylon with stainless screws. Stainless Steel
Tubing Buffed and polished. Dimensions: Tube O. Sea Dog Stainless Steel Quick Release Pins
Sea Dog standard duty detent release pins are ideal for basic holding and removal applications
that don't require a positive locking ball feature. These release pins are constructed of
corrosion-resistant Replacement hardware for square tube Bimini tops as used on most of
today's pontoon boats. Sold in single pieces. Clip towels, wet shirts or any other fabric to your
bimini top. Strong and durable Biminiclips holds on in windy conditions or while underway up
to 50 mph. These investment cast stainless steel fittings are Installation of a Bimini top is a
great DIY project for any go-getter and we have all of the Bimini hardware to get the job done
quickly and correctly. Whether replacing old bimini hardware or readying yourself for your first
Bimini top experience, all that you need is right here. Jaw slides, deck hinges, support tubes or
poles, slide brackets, and more can be found by perusing our inclusive selection at Wholesale
Marine. Much like the foundation of a home, the Bimini top on your boat is nothing without the
foundational Bimini hardware to keep it in place. There are basic pieces of hardware you will
find on most all Bimini tops. The tubing of the top is called the bows, typically made of stainless
steel or aluminum, both ideal for evading corrosion and lasting durability. The bimini is fit
together using eye ends and jaw slides. There are variations of each of these depending on the
location that you are planning for it to sit on the bow. Angled and straight deck hinges do just
what they sound like: they secure the frame to your deck, but are versatile enough for any flat
surface or handrail. Quick release pins and thumb screws are great for adjusting your top
without the use of tools, but sometimes require extra drilling to get the holes the right size. We
are excited to offer anything you may need to make your boating experience more fun and

would love to be your number one go-to site! Trust our customer service reps with their very
own boating wisdom and our price match guarantee. Are you ready to make Wholesale Marine
your boating supply home? Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Quick view. List
Price:. Quick view Add to Cart. Bimini Top Hardware Installation of a Bimini top is a great DIY
project for any go-getter and we have all of the Bimini hardware to get the job done quickly and
correctly. What Does What? Email Address:. Register Forgot your password? Skip to main
content of results for "bimini top parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Price and other
details may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Related searches. Need
help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our
site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. More and more boaters across the country
and around the world are appreciating the advantages of these si
dodge charger wiring harness
where is the battery on a 2002 cadillac deville
2005 toyota avalon
mple items. Bimini tops help protect you and your passengers from the sun and the rain. At the
same time, they guard your boat against the elements. Overall, they make your boat look better
and increase its resale value. Subject to sun, rain and the stresses of the marine environment,
Bimini tops and the metal frames that support them can deteriorate over time. We carry an
outstanding assortment of boat Bimini top replacement parts. When you order online from the
convenience of your home or anywhere else with an Internet connection, you can find what you
need quickly and get it shipped directly to you without fighting traffic. Our Bimini top parts
include all the basics. If you need help finding a part or even interpreting a Bimini top parts
diagram, call us toll-free or email us. Our expert staff can help you find the right solution. View
as Grid List. Show 12 36 All. Add to Wish List Add to Cart. Shopping Options Price. Bakes
Marine 7 items Commercial Sewing 1 item. In Stock 8 items.

